
Communication of 
Epidemiologic Results



Themes

• To write a paper

• To get a paper published

• To take part in the public debate

• (To review a paper)



What is your experience: writing of 
papers

• How many of your has been first author on a 
scientific paper?

• How many of you has written three papers?

• How many of you have reviewed papers?



To write a paper

• Research is not reseach before it is 
communicated

• Process of writing

• The scientific language

• Several instructions online



Before you start

• What do you want to say?
– The aim of this study is to examine/describe/analyze

…..
– Which tables (figures) will be in the paper (empty

tables)

• Who do you want to say it to?
Remember:
Say it – not more
Say what you did – not what you didn’t do
Don’t say what you intent to do in the future



Sequence of writing

• Conclusion

• Title page

• Methods

• Tables

• Results

• Introduction

• Discussion

• Abstract



Content

Title: Few words, precise, design, journal style

IMRAD- format
Introduction: keep it short, why you did the study and why important
Methods: design, (not pro- or retrospective!), population, exposure

assessment, outcome assessment, analyses
Tables: legends should be self-explaining, Table 1 is most often

descriptive, not too many decimals
Results: Describe the most important findings from the tables, be

causious about the words ’effect’ and ’cause’ – ’association’ is safer
The p-value battle …..

Discussion: summary of findings put into context

Be aware of redundancy



Introduction

Introduction should: 

• Pursuade the reader about the importance of the 
study

• Make the readers able to understand the study

• Support the hypothesis – not a full literature
review

• Refer to earlier studies: ‘the first, the best, the 
newest and the Danish’ and to the scientific
debate about the subject



Methods

The p-value battle –
point estimate with 
CI. Describe stat 
method in detail





Results

Simply state the findings - emphasize main findings

• Tables & Figures part of text – direct the reader’s eye on what 
not to miss

• No interpretation or bias in the reporting

• Arranged in logical sequence

• Self-explaining label on Tables & Figures

– Visually easy to read – no reductant information

• Written in past tense 



Discussion

The most difficult!!!! 

• Summarize finding in max 5 lines

• Avoid claming primacy – it is more likely that you did not find 
the study

• No new results

• Put results into a global context

• Be (self-) critical, cite you enemies with loyalty

• Be humble, and be caucious

• Avoid to promote large public health implications



Abstract 

The part of the paper that people read!!!

• Together with the title trailer to the ‘movie’

• Spend time on it

• A loyal microversion of the paper

• Should be able to stand alone and should be
subject to reference without your findings are
misinterpreted

• Be humble, and be caucious





In other(s) words…

Make sure the abstract, introduction, and 
conclusions touch all the same points. There 
should be a one-to-one correspondence between 
the points made in each. One useful idea is to use 
a highlighter to mark the points made in the 
abstract, intro, and conclusions to make sure 
there is closure.

– Prof. Robert Houze, University of Washington



One of my favourite examples:

Exercise: Look for the one-to-one 

correspondence between points made 
in title, abstract, introduction and 
conclusion



One of my favorite examples:

Exercise: Look for the one-to-one 

correspondence between points made 
in title, abstract, introduction and 
conclusion



Language

Do not be afraid of simple language

• Short sentences

• Short not long words

• Simple expressions

• Active voice better than passive voice

The more simple, the better



Language – keep it simple 

upper and lower extremities arms and legs

utilize use

subsequent to after

Perform do

’where initial steps towards invasive breast
cancer are relatively more prone to occur’ 

is much better as

’where breast cancer may begin’



.. Own experiences

• Use your co-authors. It does not have to be
perfect before they see the draft

• Your co-authors are often right – but not 
always

• A paper go through many drafts

• First author is the person responsible for the 
fate of the paper



The publication process

• How many have changed things to the worse
because of reviewers? 

• How many have found smaller (or larger) 
mistakes/errors in own published papers ?

• Your use of pre-print servers? 



To get published

• Which journal? 
– The audience?
– Impact Factors and BFI points (2009-2021) horror

regime (AAU has decided to launch a new indicator expected 2024)

– Open access journals and PubMed
– Predator journals

• Co authors
– Vancouver rules
– Think and discuss with a friend before writing it down

….

• Corresponding author



To get published

• Reviewers

– Suggest

– Friends and enemies

– Give people a chance – young people

– More difficult to get reviewers



What did Wilcox say: common
mistakes

• Editors talk together – we are friends…

– Avoid double publications

• Over interpretation of own results

• Bad data and over sophisticated methods

• Neglect of bias and confounding

• Too many tables, too few figures



What did Wilcox* say about the 
process

• Editor reads all submissions and distribute
papers to assistant editors

• Mistakes can happen

• It is OK to contact the editor if time just passes

• You can go back and ‘complain’ to an editor if 
they are really mistaken

• But if you are too smart you will be punished

* Med Anne-Marie Nybo Andersen’s tilføjelser fra samtaler med andre editorer 



.. Some experiences

• The balance between salami and simple 
writing is delicate

• Papers with difficult messsages demand good
cover letters, honesty pays off



To take part in the public debate
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The media landscape at the time of publishing 



Balancing between salami and simple writing… 
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The preprint servers – have impacted our publishing practise 





MedRxiv Submission Guide


